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SOME NONLINEAR FUNCTIONALS FOR SCALAR 
CONSERVATION LAWS 

TAI-PING LIU*, TONG YANGt, AND YONGSHU ZHENG* 

Abstract. In this paper, we will first summarize our recent study on nonlinear functionals 
which capture the nonlinear behaviour and entropy production of solutions for scalar conservation 
laws. These functionals are instrumental in the sudy of the behavior of the characteristic fields in 
systems of conservation laws. The application of these functionals to the problem of the uniform 
boundedness and stability in Li-norm of the weak solutions to systems of hyperbolic conservation 
laws is briefly presented. Then we will generalize one of the functionals to viscous scalar conservation 
laws and study the relation between the invisid and viscous cases for nonlinear waves. 

1. Introduction. In this paper, we will study some nonlinear functionals for 
scalar conservation laws and discuss their relation with some nonlinear properties of 
the weak solutions to systems. The scalar conservation law has been well investigated 
and there is a satisfactory well-posedness theory. Nevertheless, the introduction of 
some of these functionals is new and their application to the study of systems of 
hyperbolic conservation has been essential, [11, 13, 14]. 

Consider the initial value problem for the scalar hyperbolic conservation law 

ut + f(u)x = 0, 

(1.1) u(x,Q) = uo(x), 

Without loss of generality, we assume ff{0) = 0. It is well-known that, even for 
smooth initial data, solution usually can not be smooth and we need to consider weak 
solution satisfying 

(1.2) /   / (u(x, t)(j)t(x, t) + f{u(x, t))(t)x(x, t))dxdt 4- / u0{x)(j){x, 0)dx = 0, 

for every test function (p(x,t) G CQ(R X R+). It is also well-known that solutions for 
the initial value problem of (1.1) satisfying (1.2) is not unique and certain entropy 
condition is needed to choose a unique physical solution. For example, when the flux 
function is convex, a sufficient condition requires that 

(1.3) ri{u)t + q{u)x<0, 

in the weak sense. Here the entropy pair (77(u),g('u)) satisfies ^(u) = rf(u)ff(u) so 
that the inequality becomes an equality when the solution is smooth. For the complete 
study of the well-posedness theory for scalar conservation laws see [6], It is known 
that, for convex flux, the time derivative of the integral of the entropy r)(u) with 
respect to x on R is equivalent to the negation of the third power of the strength of 
the shock waves in the solutions at the time, [7, 8]. This property is crucially used 
in the study of the compactness property of the solution operator by the theory of 
compensated compactness, [20]. Notice that the entropy inequality is effective only 
when there are shock waves in the solution. Since u2 is one of the convex entropies 
of (1.1), the I/2-norm of a solution has the property mentioned above. Further study 
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on the L2-norm of a solution when the flux function is nonconvex shows the similar 
property, cf. [14]. In fact, in terms of the bifurcation of the Hugoniot curve from 
the rarefaction curve of the same family in a system, the properties for convex and 
noncovex have the same expressions. 

A major shortcoming of this basic functional is that it can not be generalized 
to the study of two solutions because the Z/2-norm of the difference of two solutions 
of (1.1) may increase at an arbitrary rate. This is because the Z/2-norm decreases 
due to dissipation and there are anti-dissipations when compression waves are present 
in the solutions. On the other hand, it is known that the solution operator is a Li 
contraction semigroup. However, the Li topology is insensitive to the nonlinearity of 
the partial differential equation and stays constant unless one of the solutions crosses 
the other at a shock, [15]. 

An effective nonlinear functional is defined in [12] which is in terms of the Li 
difference of two solutions and the variation of each of the solutions when the flux 
function is convex. It decreases in time even when the solutions are smooth and reveals 
the nonlinear evolution of the coupling of the wave patterns of the two solutions. In 
fact, it captures the basic nonlinearity of the flux function f(u). In this paper, we 
study the effect of viscosity to this functional. We consider the generalization of the 
functional to the viscous scalar conservation law and obtain its time derivative. Since 
this functional captures the essential nonlinearity of the conseravtion law, it decreases 
more rapidly for the compression waves than for the shock of the same strength. The 
understanding of this in the viscous case allows us to study the relation between the 
decreasing rates for the viscous case and for the invisid case in a simple situation with 
shocks. Rigorous analysis on this relation for general solutions is beyond the scope of 
this paper and will be pursued by the authors in the future. 

The above nonlinear functionals on weak solutions to scalar conservation laws 
are closely related to the study of weak solutions to systems. When we consider the 
coupling of waves to a system of hyperbolic conservation laws, it is natural to study 
the bifurcation of the Hugoniot curve from the rarefaction curve of the same family. 
In fact, if the Hugoniot curve coincides with the rarefaction curve, cf. [19], the system 
behaves like a set of scalar conservation laws. This bifurcation is controlled by the 
derivative of the square of the I/2-norm of the solution. Thus, the Z^-norm of the 
weak solution to a system, when combined with other nonlinear functionals on the 
coupling of waves in different families and wave interaction potential, can be used to 
yield the uniform boundedness of weak solutions in Li-norm, cf. [11, 14]. When we 
consider the relation between two weak solutions to a system, it is crucial to estimate 
the distance between the end states of a wave in one solution and the state given by 
the other solution. If the distance is measured by the Hugoniot curves of the same 
family, then it is shown in [12] that the time rate of increase of Li distance can be 
controlled by the time derivative of this generalized entropy functional and one of its 
applications is given to the study of Li stability of weak solutions to systems in [13]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will summarize the 
property of the L2-norm of the weak solutions to scalar conservation laws and define 
the functional for proving uniform boundedness of the weak solutions in Li-norm for 
systems. In Section 3, we will discuss the generalized entropy functional both for 
invisid and viscous scalar conservation laws. The application of this functional in the 
invisid case to the stability of weak solutions to systems in Li-norm will be briefly 
presented. And the relation of the generalized entropy functional between the invisid 
and viscous cases will be given for scalar conservation laws in the setting of shock and 
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compression waves. 

2. I/2-norm of the weak solution. For the general scalar conservation law 
(1.1), by choosing the particular convex entropy rj{u) = \ with entropy flux q(u) = 
Ju sff(s)ds, we have the following entropy estimate, cf. [14]. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let u(x,t) be a weak solution to the scalar conservation law (1.1) 
consisting of countable many admissible shocks {cti}, then 

— / w2(a;, t)dx = -2^ Afa), 

where the integral is over R. Here, for an admissible shock a = (u~,^+); A(a) de- 
notes the area bounded by the curve y = f(u) and the straight line segment connecting 
the end points (u~~, f(u~)) and (u+, f(u+)) in the u — y plane. 

When the flux function is convex, the area A (a) of a shock wave a is of the order 
of |a|3 and the above estimate is the same as in [8, 9]. The convexity of the flux 
function for a scalar conservation law corresponds to the genuine nonlinearity of the 
charactertistic field in a system, i.e. r^ • VAj ^ 0. Here A* and r* are the eigenvalue 
and right eigenvector of the z-th family to a system of strictly hyperbolic conservation 
laws. The Hugoniot curves and rarefaction curves for systems are defined as follows. 

For any state IXQ, the Hugoniot curve H(UQ) passing through UQ is: 

(2.1) H(uo) = {u : cr(wo, U)(UQ - u) = /(UQ) - f(u)}, 

for some scalar G{UQ,U). It follows easily from the strict hyperbolicity of the system 
that in a small neighborhood fi of a state txo, the set H(UQ) consists of n smooth 
curves Hi(uo), i = 1,2, • • • ,n, through WQ, satisfying that a(uo,u) tends to \i(uo) as 
u moves along Hi(uo) toward UQ. A discontinuity (w_, u+) is called an i-discontinuity 
if u+ G Hi(u-). (2.1) is called the Rankine-Hugoniot condition for discontinuties. 

For general system, not necessarily genuinely nonlinear, the entropy condition to 
select the physically admissible weak solutions can be stated as follows, cf. [10]. 

DEFINITION 1. A discontinuity (u-,u+) is admissible if 

(2.2) cri(lfc_,ifc+) < (Ji{u-,u), 

for any state u on the Hugoniot curve H(u-.) between it_ and u+. 

The rarefaction curve of the i-th family passing through UQ is the integral curve 
of ri(u) from this point, denoted by R^UQ), z = 1,2, • • • ,n. The strict hyperbolicity 
also implies that it^(wo), i = 1,2, • • • , n, are n smooth curves in a small neighborhood 
of ^o- 

It is well-known that for the genuinely nonlinear characteristic field, the bifurca- 
tion of the Hugoniot curve from the rarefaction curve is of the third order of the shock 
wave strength. Thus, the decay estimate of the convex entropy gives the control of 
this kind of bifurcation. 

When the flux function in (1.1) is noncovex, the authors in [14] show that the 
entropy estimate given in Lemma 2.1 is also closely related to the bifurcation of 
the Hugoniot curve from the rarefaction curve in the general system of hyperbolic 
conservation laws. In the following, we will explain this relation in details. 

Consider the general system of strictly hyperbolic conservation laws in the form 
of (1.1) where both u = (u1^2,--- ,un) and f(u) are now n-vector functions.  For 
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illustration, we consider the wave of the first family and waves of the other families 
can be dealt with similarly. Up to a linear transformation, we assume that u1 is a 
non-singular parameter along the 1-wave curve. For simplicity, we choose the right 
eigenvector corresponding to Ai as ri(u) = (1,^2,^3? • * * >£n)- 

For any state u = (u1^2, • • • ,un) along the rarefaction wave curve Ri(u~), we 
write 

r1 
(2.3) u = u- + /      r1{s)ds = 

Ju-'1 

for a smooth (n — l)-vector function gfa1). Similarly, for any state u — 

(u1,^2, • • • ,un)£ Hi{u~), we write u = (/XIN), for a smooth function hfa1). 

Let a = (^""jW"1") be an admissible 1-shock to the system, and, without loss of 
generality, we assume that u-'1 < ^+'1. Then we have s(u+ — u~) = f{u+) — f{u~) 
for some scalar s = cr(^~,u+). For any u — (u1,^2,--- ,^n) G H\(u~), we denote 
s1^1) = (j(u~,u). Then by entropy condition for system, we have 

(2.4) sl(ul)>s   for   u"'1 <u1 <ur>1. 

If we consider the the scalar conservation law 

(2.5) u\+fl{u\h{u1)) = 0, 

then both the Rankine-Hugoniot condition and the Oleinik entropy condition [16] hold 
for the discontinuity (^_,1,'U+'1). That is, a1 = {u~yl^u+'1) is an admissible shock 
of (2.5). The following lemma shows that maxu-.i^i^+.i ^(-u1) — h{ul)\ and ^(a1) 
defined for a1 as an admissible shock to the scalar conservation law (2.5) are of the 
same order. 

LEMMA 2.2. Based on the above notations, we have 

(2.6) max       \g{v}) - h{v})\ = 0(l)J4(a1). 

One application of the estimate in Lemma 2.2 is to study the uniform boundedness 
of weak solutions in Zq-norm for general systems of hyperbolic conservation laws, [14]. 
To do this, we define a time-decreasing nonlinear functional iJ[^(a;, t)] as follows. 

Given a solution u(x,t) of the system (1.1), we define the pointwise distance along 
the rarefaction wave curves: solve the Riemann problem (u(x,t),0) by waves: 

^o = u(x, £), Ui € Ri(ui-i), i = 0,1, • • • , n, un = 0. 

We set 

(2.7) Qifatf-EziUi-Ui-!)*. 

This way of assigning the distance is convenient in that u2, is a conservative quantity 
and so it satisfies simple wave interaction estimates. For an z'-wave a1 in the solution 
u(x,t), we denote by x{ai) = x(a'L(t)) its location at time t. The linear part L[u] of 
the nonlinear functional H[u] is equivalent to the Li(a:)-norm of the solution: 

f9tt L[u(.,t)} = j:Z,lLM;t)] 
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We will use the notations J(t) to denote the waves in the solution u at a given time 
t. Moreover, a1 denotes a i-wave in J(t). The other two components of the nonlinear 
functional H[u], the quadratic Qd{t) and the convex entropy E(t), are defined as 
follows: 

Qd(t) = Qd[u(., t)] = E^eJ(t) QdW 

(2.10) 
n poo 

E(t) = E[u(.,t)} = J2Ei(t) = /      \qi{x,t)\2dx. 

Notice that Qd(t) defined above measures the coupling of waves propogating in dif- 
ferent families. Combining the above nonlinear functionals, the nonlinear functional 
H(t) for proving the uniform boundedness of weak solutions in Li-norm can be defined 
as follows: 

H(t) = tf K-, t)] = (1 + IdFifyLit) + K2(Qd(t) + £(t)), 

where F(t) is the Glimm's functional measuring the wave interaction potential, cf. 
[5]. By appropriately choosing the constants Ki and K2, it is shown in [14] that the 
nonlinear functional H(t) is non-increasing in time. 

3. The generalized entropy. When we study the relation between two weak 
solutions, the L2-norm of the difference of these two solutions does not give us any 
good estimates. In fact, any Lp-norm when p > 1 is not approrpiate in this case. It can 
be seen by some very simple examples where compression waves become a shock wave 
that these norms increase in time even for scalar equations. In the study of existence 
and stability of weak solutions to general systems of hyperbolic conservation laws, the 
quantity 

(3.1) M|/?|Ha)-<x(/3)|, 

plays an important role. Here a and 0 are two waves, and a (a) and cr(/3) are their 
corresponding wave speeds. Notice that here a or /? may or may not be the wave in 
the two solutions under consideration. In the study of the global existence of weak 
solutions to a general system, the interaction potential of waves in the same family is 
defined [14] in the form of (3.1). And in the study of Li stability of weak solutions of 
systems whose characteristic fields are either genuinely nonlinear or linearly degener- 
ate, a generalized entropy functional is introduced in [12] so that its time derivative 
gives an estimate of the quantities in the form of (3.1). In the following, we will give 
a description of this generalized entropy functional and study its property for viscous 
scalar conservation laws with convex flux. 

We are interested in studying the nonlinear behavior of a genuinely nonlinear 
characteristic field in a system. For this, we consider a scalar conservation law (1.1) 
with f"(u) > 0. In the following presentation, we assume for simplicity that the 
solutions are piecewise smooth. Thus we assume that two solutions ui(x,t) and 
U2OM) satisfy ui(x,i) > U2{x,t) for £21-1 < x < X2i(f), and Ui(x,t) < U2{x,t) for 
X2i < x < #22+1 (£), i = 0,dbl,---. For the Li-norm of weak solutions to scalar 
conservation laws, the following theorem is well-known. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the difference of solutions ui(x,t) and U2{x,t) of 
the convex conservation law is a Li(x) function. Then there exists a positive constant 
C depending only on f{u) such that 

d   f00 

(3.2) -J_    |«i(x)t)-«2(a;,*)|da;<-C^g?g{, 
i 

where q^ql is zero if both solutions are continuous at Xi(t) and is a second-order term 
if one of the solutions is discontinuous there; 

(ui(xi(t) —0,t)— U2(xi{t),t)) if m is discontinuous at x = Xi(i), 
(u2(xi(t) —Q,t)— ui(xi(t),t)) if U2 is discontinuous at x = Xi(i)] 

i _ ( (u2(xi(t),t) — ui(xi(t) 4- 0,£)) if ui is discontinuous at x = Xi(t), 
1 ~ \  (uifaityit) - U2(xi(t) + 0,£)) if U2 is discontinuous at x = Xi(t). 

For a proof of this, see [13]. Note that the theorem implies the well-known Li(x) 
contraction semigroup property, which holds for scalar, not necessarily convex, con- 
servation law. 

On the other hand, it is easy to see that the solution operator is not a L2(x) 
contraction semigroup. To obtain the estimate for the terms in the form of (3.1) 
which is needed for the Li study, the authors in [12] introduce the following generalized 
entropy functional: 

For any two functions u and v, we set 

/ x+      / u-v, u>v, , x__      f 0, u > v, 
(u - vy = <   n ^ (u - v)   = <     ' -   ' 

[0, u < v, v /        [ v-u, u<v. 

The generalized entropy functional E(t) = E[u1('1t),U2(',t)] is defined as follows: 

/oo roo ny 

\uiy\(y^){        (u1-u2)
+(x)t)dx+  /     (u1-U2)~(x,t)dx)dy 

-oo Jy J — oo 
/oo noo py 

\u2y\(y,t){       {^2 -u1)
+(x,t)dx+ /     (u2-u1)~(x,t)dx)dy. 

-oo Jy J— oo 

The time derivative of the functional E(t) can be stated as follows. The estimation 
of the above nonlinear functional in the BV framework is given in [4]. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let ui(x,t) and U2{x)t) be two solutions of (1.1) with frr(u) > 0 
mentioned above.  We have 

d r00 

-E(t) = -J_July(y,t)\(f(u2(y,t))-f(u1(y,t)) 

+f'(ui(y,i))(ui(y,t) - U2(y,t)))dy 
/OO 

\u2y(y,t)\(f(My,t))-f(u2(y,t)) 
-oo 

(3.4) +f'(u2(y,t))(u2(y,t)-u1(y,t)))dy, 

where  Uiy   is   a  5-function   at   the   location   of a  shock   location.      Let  Ui(x,t) 
have   a   shock   at  XQ,    then   \uiX(xQ,t)\    =    {ui(xQ—,t) — Ui(xo+,t))5(x — XQ), 
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f'MM = /(:;£:^^f)), /(t*)(a:o,t) = fi^-w^^t)) and 

A further analysis of the above estimate yields the following theorem for the decay 
of the generalized entropy functional. 

THEOREM 3.2. Let Ui{x,t), i = 1,2, be two solutions of {1.1) with f"{u) > 0 as 
stated in the beginning of this section. Then for any time t when Ui{x,t), i = 1,2, has 
no center rarefaction waves, we have 

d_ 

dt 
E{t) < c{]r f{ul{x,t)-U2{x)t))2\uix{x)t)\dx 

+ ^I^Wl7a;(ai(t))(|ttiWI+7aJ(ai(t))) k 

where 

Mm) = < 

f min{|ui(x(i8(t))±,t) -n2(x(/3(t))±,t)|}, 

a;(j8(t)) ^^(t)    /or any z, 
0, 

x{P{t)) = Xi{t)   for some i. 

Here the integral runs from the shock to shock in the two solutions, the summation is 
over all shock waves in both solutions, and C is a positive constant. 

Notice that the generalized entropy functional decreases except in the case when 
the two solutions behaves linearly to each other, i.e., when one solution contains only 
a shock and the other is the solution obtained by a shift in x-axis of the first solution. 
In this case, both solutions satisfy the following linear equation 

ut + sux = 0, 

where s is the shock speed. The estimation of the above functional uses mainly 
the convexity of the flux function. How to define a similar functional for a scalar 
conservation law with general flux function is not known and will be pursued by the 
authors. 

When we study the Li distance between two weak solutions, it is more convenient 
to measure the pointwise distance by the Hugoniot curves. For this measurement, the 
following two lemmas are crucial and tell us that the terms in the form of (3.1) is the 
main error terms besides those corresponding to coupling of different families. Notice 
that the genuine nonlinearity of the characteristic field implies that 

Ka)-a(/J)|=0(l)(|a + /J|), 

where a and ft are two waves in this family. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let u e ft, £, £' e R; k e {1, • • • , n}. Define the states and the wave 
speeds 

u = Hk(Q(u),    u' = Hk(?)(u),    «" = #*(£ + £')(«), 

a — (Xk(u, u),    a' = <Jk(u, «')>    v" = Vkiu, u"). 
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Then we have 

it*+OK - ^o - £(<>■ - ^oi=o(i) • m\z+?\. 

LEMMA 3.3. If the values £, ^, ^, j = 1,2, • • • , n, satisfy 

Hn(tn)o...oH1{Z1){u) 

_/ ffn(&)°-"°ffi(£i)°#i(0(«), or 

then 

Based on the above observation, we can define the main nonlinear functional H(t) 
for proving the Li stability of weak solutions to systems as follows: 

H(t) = H[u(; t), v(; t)] = (1 + KiFWUt) + K2(Qd(t) + E(t)), 

where i(i), F(t) and Qd(t) have the same meaning as those stated in Section 2. By 
appropriately choosing the constants Ki and 7^2? the nonlinear functional H(t) is 
shown to be non-increasing in time in [13]. 

Now we turn to study the viscous scalar conservation law. 

(3.5) ut + f(u)x = €uxx,        f"{u) > 0, 

where e is the constant viscosity coefficient. 
Let Ui{x,i) be two smooth solutions of (3.5) with ui{x,t) — U2(x,t) G Li and 

TVui(x, t) < oo, i = 1,2. We can also define the generalized entropy functional Ee(t) 
in the form of (3.3) for these two solutions. For the time derivative of E€(t), we have 
the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3.3. Letui(x)t) andu2(x,t) be two solutions of (3.5) mentioned above. 
We have 

-E'(t) < - j_    \uly{y,t)\U{u2(y,t)) -/(ui(y,t)) 

+ff(v>1(y,t))(u1(y,t) -U2{y,t)))dy 
/oo 

l«2»(ff,*)|(/(«i(y,*))-/(«2(y,<)) 
-oo 

-l-f'(u2(y,t))(u2(y,t) -ui(y,t)))dy 

-2c /        [(ul2/)
+ - {U2y)+]2dy + 26 I [(my)- - (u2y)-}2dy 

-It f       {[(uiy)+]2-[(u2yr}2}dy 

(3-6) +2e/        {[{u,v)-}2-[{u2y)
+}2}dy, 
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where 

I? = {x    I    Ute>(<)0},        i = l,2. 

Proof. For illustration, we give the estimation of ^Ee(t) for one component of 
Ee(t) in the interval (xi(t),X2{t)). That is, we will estimate 

TEtt(t)= /        (ui-TX2)(z,t)(/     (uly)+(y,t)dy+        (u2y)+(y,t)dy)dz, 

where we have used uifa^t) > U2{x,t) for xi(t) < x < X2{t). For simplicity, we 
assume that ^1(0;, t) has a single local maximum at x = yi(t) and 112(x, t) has a single 

local minimum at x = 2/2CO in {xi(t),X2{t))> And let x — yi(t) be the first point 
on the left of xi(t) where ui{x,t) has a local minimum, and x — y2(t) be the first 
point on the right of X2(t) where U2(x,t) has a local maximum. Thus, Eli(t) can be 
rewritten as follows, 

X2(t) pz py2(t) rX2Ki) rz ry2{.t) 

Elfit) = K - U2){z,t)( /      (u1y)+(yit)dy-+ /        (u2y)+(y,t)dy)d 
Jxi(t) Jvi(t) Jz 

rX2(t) ryi(t) roo 

(3.7) + /        {u1-U2){z,t){ /        (u1y)+(y,t)dy+ /      (u2y)+{y,t)dy)dz. 
JXiit) J-OO Jv2{t) 

By noticing the signs of uizz and U2zz at the points of local maximums and minimums, 
we know that 

d   fyi^ d   f00 

(3.8) -J_      (uly)+(y,t)dy<Q,        -j      (u2y)+(y,t)dy < 0. 

Furthermore, since 

(Ulz-U2z)(x1(t),t) >0, (Ulz -U2z){x2(t),t) < 0, 

we have 

d   fX2^ 
— /        (u1-U2)(z,t)dz 
at Jxi(t) 

dz  z=x (t)       f
X2W 

= (ui-U2)(z1t)— \l=l2\t( + /        (u1t(z,t)-U2t(z,t))dz 
az «/xi(t) 

/•»2(t) 

=   / {-/(^l(M))z + ^lzz(^0 + /(^2(2,0)2 -€W2^(^,t)}dz 
•/a;i(t) 

(3.9) =e(ulz -U2Z)(x2(t),t)-e(ulz - U2Z)(x1(t),t) < 0. 

Combining (3.8) and (3.9) yields 

^     ryi(t) roo rx2{t) 
TA {uiy)+(y,t)dy+ /      {U2y)+(y,t)dy) /        (^ - U2){z,t)dz < 0. 
"r   ^-OO yya(t) AiW 

Therefore, we have 

'x1(t) 

ri/2(t) 

,;^H (*) < ^7 /      MM) -u2(z,t))( /    (ui^+Cy.tJdy 

(3.10) +y       {u2y)
+(y,t)dy)dz. 
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Now we will estimate (3.10) as follows. For convenience, we introduce the following 
notations. 

and 

2V       ^        7^ V     y/    V       y 1   U2{y2{t)^)-U2(z,t)1 y2(t) <Z<X2(t), 

Then we have 

JtEli{t)<jtJx  t   («i-«2)(^ + ^)(z,t)dz 

=   / {(Wit " W2t)(^ + 4) + fal - ^2)(0j + ^)}(^*)^ 
Jxi(t) 

=   / {-f{ui)z + e?iizz + /(U2)z - eU2zz){^t + 02")(^ *)d^ 
«/a;i(t) 

+ /       (ui - W2)(^,^)(^it(^,0 - Tr^i(yiW^))^ 

+ /        (ui - U2)(z,t)(—ui(2/i(<t),t) - —u^yi^^dz 
Jy^t) dt dt 

fV2^ d d 
+ /        (wi - U2)(z,t)(—U2(y2(t),t) - —U2(y2(t),t))dz 

(3.11) + /       (u1-U2)(z,t)(TU2(y2{t)^)-U2t(z,t))dz. 
Jy2(t) 

at 

Notice that 

and 

and 

jtMv2(t),t)<Q      jtu2{y2(t),t)>Q, 

JA- (y A_ / uufot), x^t) <z< y^t), 
tPizW- | o^ yi(t)<z<x2(t), 

^U'tj ~ 1 -^(z,t), y2(t) < z < x2(t). 
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By some calculations, we have 

TEti(t) <   / (/(Ui) - /(U2))ui*CM)<fe -   / (/(^l) - f(u2))u2z(z,t)dz 
dt Jx^t) Jy2(t) 

rVlit) nX2{t) 
-2e /        [uiz -U2Z)uiz(z,t)dz + 2e /        (ulz -U2z)u2z{z,t)dz 

Jxi{t) Jy2(t) 
ryi(t) rx2{t) 

- /        {ui -U2)f'(u1)ulz(z,t)dz-\- /        (ui-U2)f,(u2)u2Z(z,t)dz 
Jxxit) Jy2{t) 

pX2(t) 

= - /        {M+[/M - /(tii) - /'(uiJCua - tii)] 
Aim /a:i(t) 

+ (n2,)
+[/(tZi) - f{U2) - ffaKii! - U2)}}dz 

-26 :   / [K,)+ - (U2z) + ]2dz -26  [ (Ulz) + [{U1Z)+ + {U2z)-}dz 
J*tinIZi Jl£inI2ti 

(3.12) -2c / (^)+[(wiz)~ - (tX2z)+]^, 

where 

'u^nM*),^)],      2 = 1,2. 

Similar estimation applies to 

rx2(t) pz poo 
EiT = /        (u1-U2)(z,t)(        (u1y)~(y,t)dy+        (u2y)~(y,t)dy)dz) 

and other components in the nonlinear functional i£e(£). Combining all these estimates 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. D 

Now we are ready to compare -fftEft) and ~Ee(t). Since the generalized nonlin- 
ear functional captures mainly the nonlinearity of the scalar conservation laws and 
reveals the nonlinear evolution of the weak solutions, it decreases more rapidly for 
compression waves than a shock of the same strength. When e > 0, all the shocks 
for 6 = 0 are smoothed out to be compression waves. Hence, ^£,e(t) has more terms 
than ^.E(t) and some of the extra terms do not approach to zero as e tends to zero. 

Denote the right hand side of (3.6) for ftE*(t) by £>f + £>|, where 

/oo 

K(y,*)l(/My,*))-/(«i(y,t)) 
-00 

+ //(ui(t/,t))(ui(2/,t) -U2(y,t)))dy 
/oo 

\u2y(y,mf(My,t)) - f(U2(y,t)) 
-00 

+ ff(u2(y,t))(u2{y,t) - ifci(y,t)))d2/, 
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and 

Dl = -2e f        {{uly)+ - {u2y)
+]2dy + 2e f        {(uly)- - (u2yr}2dy 

-* L      {[K,)+]2 - [(«2v)-]2}dtf 

+*[ {[(Ulyr}2-[(u2y)+}2}dy. 

Notice that Dl is in the same form as the right hand side of (3.4) for £E(t) which is 
denoted by Di. We will show the following equality 

(3.13) lim(£>f+£>f ) = £>!, 
(T 

holds in a simple illustrative setting. This implies the extra terms in -^E6^) com- 
pensate the difference of the decay rates of ^E(t) for compression waves and the 
corresponding shocks. The rigorous proof of (3.13) for the general case is beyond the 
scope of this paper and left for the future study. 

Let uifa, t) be a travelling wave solution to (3.5) with speed 5 and the end states 
at x = ±oo be u± respectively. The corresponding solution for (1.1) when e = 0 
is a single shock connecting states (u_,u+) with speed s. Let the solution U2{x,t) 
be a smooth solution to (3.5) which converges to the solution U2(x,t) when e = 0 
with uniformly bounded derivatives in x with respect to e everywhere. Without any 
ambiguity, we denote both the solutions for e > 0 and e = 0 by Ui(x,£), i = 1,2. 

Under the above assumption, we can estimate D| as follows. Let ui(x,t) = 
^(^7^) and plug this into the equation (3.5). By integration once, we have 

(Tl')2 = [f(Tl)-sri-f(u„) + su-]ri'. 

Thus, 

/oo 
[(ulz)-}2dz 

/OO 

[f(v)-sV-f(v-) + su-Wdz 
■oo 

= -2 r luullfim) - /("-)-/("+)(Ml _ „_) _ f{u_)]dz 
J — oo u—       ^4- 

(3.14) = -2 f ~ f{s)ds + («_ - «+)[/(«_) + /(«+)]. 
/U+ 

Now we turn to estimate Dl — Di.  Notice that the only difference comes from the 
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compression waves becoming a shock in ui(x,t). We have 

lim £>? - Di 

/OO 

\uiz\{f{u2) - /(ui) - /K)^ - ui))(z,t)dz 
-OO 

J-oo z u+       u— z 

=2 r~ /(a)d5 - (u_ -«+)[/(«_)+/(«+)]. 

(3.15) 

Combining (3.14) and (3.15) yields (3.13) for this case. 
By constructing a nonlinear Lyapunov functional which controls the area swept by 

a curve moving in a plane in the direction of curvature, the authors in [2] give a priori 
estimates on solutions to a class of parabolic equations and of scalar conservation laws. 
For a special class of systems of strictly hyperbole system with small viscosity, the 
authors in [1] study the well-posedness of the vanishing viscosity solutions. Whether 
the nonlinear functional Ee(t) defined above can be used for the study of systems of 
viscous conservation laws is not known and left for future investigation. 
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